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More than 100 years ago Carl Neumann proposed a method for solving the 
Dirichlet problem on convex sets. His method of the arithmetic mean (cf. 
[9-111) based on double layer potentials played an important role in potential 
theory. The Dirichlet principle (connected with the assumption that the Dirichlet 
integral always attains the admissible minimum), as employed by Riemann, was 
no longer considered reliable after Weierstrass’ criticism. The method of the 
arithmetic mean, on the contrary, was appreciated as a correct method for 
obtaining the solution of the Dirichlet problem, although only on domains 
bounded by convex surfaces. Neumann’s method delivered not only an existence 
theorem but also the expansion of the solution in a series suitable for approximate 
calculation. It stimulated further research and progress in the theory of integral 
equations (cf. [ 131; the corresponding historical comments may also be found in 
[3, Chap. SI, Introduction]). Some 50 years later Lebesgue published a critical 
study [6] (reprinted in [7, pp. 107-122)] m which he pointed out a gap in the 
original proof of Neumann [lO].l The error consisted in the assumption that a 
certain variable quantity (depending on the position of two points in the bound- 
ary and the decomposition of the boundary into two parts) must actually assume 
its maximal value. Lebesgue proved the invalidity of this reasoning; he writes 
[7, p. 1121: “Le raisonnement de Neumann, destine a remplacer celui de Riemann, 
est done fond6 exactement sur la meme confusion entre borne superieure et 
maximum, justement critiquee par Weierstrass. 11 est tout a fait Ctonnant que 
tout le monde, a commencer par Weierstrass, ait admis la validite du raisonne- 
ment de Neumann et que nos trait& actuels continuent a opposer le raisonne- 
ment de Riemann, declare faux, a celui de Neumann, proclame entierement 
i Lebesgue writes [7, p. 1071: “Carl Neumann . . _ a donne pour la resolution du 
probleme de Dirichlet une methode rest& justement celebre; Neumann se bornait a 
l’etude des domaines convexes, Poincare a justifie la methode pour des cas ttendus de 
domaines non convexes; les recherches de Fredholm ont fait mieux comprendre encore 
l’importance de cette methode et les raisons de son succes. La critique que j’en veux 
faire ici ne portera que SW la legitimation classique pout le cas des domaines convexes.” 
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correct.” We wish to point out here that Lebesgue’s criticism was only partly 
justified. In another treatise [I I] (published 10 years after that [lo] criticized 
by Lebesgue), which apparently remained unknown to Lebesgue, Seumann 
admitted that his argument was not convincing. He writes in a footnote on 
p. 759: “Es konnte wohl sein, dass hier .-. die Tragweite der Weierstrass’ schen 
Principen iiberschrittcn ist. Ich bctrachte daher den hier ... gegebeoen Beweis 
nur als einen provisorischen, und werde denselben im folgenden 5 durch einen 
anderen und zwar absolut strengen Beweis ersetzen.” The proof of Xeumann’s 
fundamental lemma for plane convex domains as given in [l 1, Sect. 61 is indeed 
quite correct and detailed. Neumann also investigated convex domains in 3-space 
and was fully aware of the exceptional role played by domains arising as an 
intersection of two cones with vertices in the boundary. In the later development 
Neumann’s lemma retained its significance in connection with an approximate 
solution to boundary value problems for harmonic functions, constructing 
the Riemann mapping function for convex regions and related topics. Unfor- 
tunately, the correct proofs given by Neumann himself [l 1] and by Lebesgue [6] 
remained largely unnoticed and many texts presenting proofs of Seumann’s 
lemma either contain gaps or introduce unnecessarily strong additional rcstric- 
tions on the boundary; we refer the reader to Schober’s paper [14] for the 
corresponding references and further comments. 
The present paper has been inspired by a question occurring in -Appendix A 
of the recent investigation of Kleinman and Wendland [4]. We introduce here 
Neumann’s operator in full generality in the Euclidean space RI” of arbitrary 
dimension m > 2 and investigate necessary and sufficient conditions for its 
contractivity. In order to be able to formulate our main result we first introduce 
some 
Notation. X2 denotes the k-dimensional Hausdorff measure in R*’ (normal- 
ized in such a way that Xk(/lc) = 1 for F C R” isometric with the unit cube 
(0, 1)” C Rk); in particular, tin, reduces to the outer Lebesgue measure in R’n. 
We denote by A = X,,+r(F) th e area of the unit sphere r = (0 E R”“; j 0 1 = 1). 
If MCRm and z E Rm, then contg, M stands for the contingent of ,‘I2 at .z 
consisting of all the half-lines 
H,(B) = (z + te; t > O), 
such that there is a sequence of points z, E i%Z\{z~ with 
j$ z, = z and li*i(Z, - x)/l 2, - x 1 = 8. 
The union of all the half-lines in contg, M is denoted by 
K,(A17d) = IJ contg, M. 
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\\‘e put for Z E Rin\,{O) 
p(z) = 2[(m - 2) Al-l / 2 12--m, if m > 2, 
= -2A-1 log / z 1 , if m = 2.2 
We fix an open set G C RI” with a compact boundary B # a. C*(B) denotes 
the Banach space of all finite signed Bore1 measures with support in B; the 
norm jl p 11 of any p E C*(B) is given by its total variation j p 1 (R”). With every 
p E C*(B) we associate its potential 
U&Q = j PV - Y) MY) 
Rm 
representing a harmonic function in G. An elementary calculation shows that, 
for any bounded Bore1 set PC G, 
s 1 grad Up(x)) dx < GO. P 
This makes it possible to introduce the functional NC Up over the space 9 of all 
infinitely differentiable functions p with compact support in Rm by 
(v, NGUp> = JG grad v(x) . grad Up(x) dx. 
It is easily seen that the distribution NGUp has support contained in B; NGUp 
was termed the generalized normal derivative of Up (cf. [5], where further 
comments are given on pp. 512-513). W e wish to mention here that already 
Plemelj [12] introduced a related concept termed “Str6mung” as a convenient 
substitute for the classical normal derivative; see also [I]. 
If @ is any distribution over 59 with support in B, we put 
I! @ !I = SUP{<% @>; V E 9, I F I d 1). 
It is well known that I/ @ I/ < 00 is a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of a p E C*(B) representing @ in the sense that 
such a p is uniquely determined and is identified with 0 in the usual sense in 
distribution theory. 
2 For convenience we introduce here the additional multiplicative factor 2/A in com- 
parison with the notation adopted in [5]. 
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We are engaged with distributions 
TG*,u = N”Up - p, p E C”(B). (1) 
Our main result may be formulated as follows. 
THEOREM. Put R”“\G = C, suppose that yi”,(C) > 0 and denote by D that 
of the sets G, C which is bounded. Then the following assertions hold. 
I. The operator 
T,*: CL t-t TG% (2) 
is nonexpansive on C*(B) (which means that 
sup{11 To*p II; CL E C*(B)> II CL II = 11 < l), 
if and only if D is convex. 
II. If D is convex, then the operator T,* is contractive on 
(in the sense that 
C,“(B) = {p E C”(B); p(B) = O} 
sup{11 TG*p II; CL E C,*(B), !I TV II = 11 < l), 
if and only if Kzl(D) n KzI(D) f D for every couple of points z1 , z2 E B. 
III. If D is convex, then the operator (T,*)2 = TG*(Tc* .) is always con- 
tractive on C,,*(B). 
Remark 1. Let us denote by 6, the Dirac measure (= unit point-mass) 
concentrated at y E R”. Fubini’s theorem yields for any p E C*(B) the formula 
<VJ, NGUp) =1 <v, -wGU$J dp(y), qJE%? (3) 
If s?~(C) = 0, then 
NWS, = 26, (Y E B) 
(see [5, p. 513 and footnote 21) which together with (3) give TG*p = CL; we see 
that, in this special case, the operator (2) reduces to the identity mapping. 
If the operator (2) is bounded on C*(B), then necessarily 
(4) 
For the proof of our theorem we need several auxiliary results concerning those 
G’s obeying (4). Let us first recall some terminology and notation. Put 
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Q,(z) = (x E R”; 1 x - z 1 < r}. If 6’ E I’, let Qr(z, 0) = {X E Q,(Z); (X - a) * 
19 > O}. A vector 0 E r is termed the interior normal of G at z (in Federer’s sense) 
if 
Such a vector 0 E r, if it exists, is uniquely determined and is denoted by n(z); 
if there is no 0 E r satisfying (5), we put n(a) = 0 (= zero vector in R”). The set 
ij = (z E Rm; 1 n(z)1 = l> 
is termed the reduced boundary of G; obviously, fi C B. Federer proved [2, 
Theorem 4.51 that the function n: y --f n(y) is Bore1 measurable on B. 
LEMMA 1. If (4) holds, then s?,,,...~(@ < x10; for every z E B the integral 
converges, the density 
exists and if we define the measure vz E C*(B) on Bore1 sets &I by 
(6) 
then 
NGUS, = 2d,(z) 6, + (2/A) vz . (7) 
Proof. This follows from results established in [5, Sect. 2, Lemma 3.21 (in 
view of a different normalizing of p,a the right-hand side of formula (3.3) must 
be multiplied by 2/A). 
LEMMA 2. Let us assume (4) and denote for z E B and 0 < r < 03 by P,(z) 
the set of those 0 E r for which both Sl(Q.(z) n HZ(e) n G) > 0 and 
Zl(12,(z) n Hz(e) n C) > 0. Then P,(x) is a Borel set and 
I vz I PrW n B) 3 ~m-l(p,W (z E B, 0 < r < co). 
Proof. This follows from [5, Sect. 1.6 and 21. 
We say that a vector 0 E r points into MC R”’ at z E R”’ if there is an E > 0 
such that 
Xl(Q6(~) n Hz(8)\M) = 0. 
409/61/3-4 
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LEMMA 3. Assume (4), fix x E B, and denote by K, the set of those 8 E r which 
point into G at x. Then K, is measurable (J&+& Hm.JK,) = Ad,(x) and 
vi(B) = -Z,t-,(K), if G = D, 
= A - &,+,(K;), if C = D. 
If x E A, then .X!-,-almost every 6’ E r with 0 . n(x) > 0 points into G at x and 
Zm-,-almost every 8 E r with 0 * n(x) < 0 points into C at x. 
Proof. See [5, Sects. 2.6, 2.7 and p. 5351. 
LEMMA 4. If the operator TG * is nonexpansive on C*(B), then j d,(x) - 4 / < $- 
for every x E B. 
Proof. Since both G and C have positive volume and one of these sets is 
bounded, we have ZVi_l(P,(x)) > 0, whence it follows by Lemma 2 
I v, i (B) > 0, xEB. 
Since V, is nonatomic and 
TG*8z = [2d,(x) - l] 6, $ (2/A) yz (2 E B) (8) 
(see (1) (7)), we obtain 
1 3 II T,*6, II = I 2&(a) - 1 I + (2/A) I/ ~2 /I > I 2&(z) - 1 ! . 
LEMMA 5. If T,” is nonexpansive on C*(B), then 
~m-l(Qr(~) n B) > 0 
for every x E B and Y > 0. 
Proof. This follows at once from Lemma 4 and [5, Lemma 3.71. 
Now we are in position to present the following 
Proof of the Assertion I. Suppose first that Tc* is nonexpansive on C*(B). 
Consider x E 8. By Lemma 3, one of the half-spheres 
(0 E r; 0 * n(x) > 0}, (0 E r; e - n(x) < 0} 
has the property that Zm-,-almost every of its elements points into D at 
x; we denote by r,(x) this half-sphere and put 
D(~) = jx + te; eErDcx), t 2 0). 
We assert that 
B C D(x). (9) 
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In the opposite case Lemma 4 implies that R”‘\D(z) meets D in a set of positive 
volume. Consequently, the set 
F, = (6' E r!T,(z); c%$YZ(0)n D) > 0: 
has positive Zq,,_r-measure. Since D is bounded, we observe that 
r, = ~&)\~,(4 
and Z,,,_,(~,(z)\P,(z)) = 0. This together with Lemma 2 gives 
~ vz ‘I a &,-#W)) = Z,,-dP&) n Ux)) + %-dF&)!U~)) 
> 2f?T,,-,(r&)) = jA, 
whence Ij T,,"S, /I = (2/A) I/ V, 1~ > 1 by (8). This contradiction proves (9) 
which in turn implies DC D(Z) for any z E fi. Put 
and denote by B, the boundary of D, . Then D, is a closed convex set containing 
D. Since B C B, and B is dense in B by Lemma 5, we have also B C B, and, 
consequently, ij = D, . In case D = C the proof is complete. If D = G, then 
the inclusion B C B, shows that G must coincide with the interior of D, and 
convexity of G is established. 
Conversely, suppose that D is convex. Then (4) holds by [5, 1.6 and 1.131, 
where a geometrical interpretation of (4) is given. From definition (1) and formula 
(3) we obtain for any y E C*(B) 
In order to verify the implication 
it is therefore sufficient to show that 
11 TG*Szl' = 1, ZEB. (11) 
M’e distinguish the cases D = G and D = C. Let z E B. If D = G, then 
d,(c) < j- and, by definition (6), v&e) < 0. By (8) and Lemma 3 we obtain 
'/ T,*S, // = 1 - 2&(z) - (2/A) v,(B) = I. 
If D = C, then 1 - rl,(z) < Q and vJ.) >, 0. Using (8) and Lemma 3 we now 
get 
/I Tc;*SJ = 24;(z) - 1 + (2/A) v,(B) = 1. 
Thus (11) is verified and the proof of I is complete. 
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Remark 2. As we have noticed above, condition (4) is satisfied if D is convex. 
Assuming (4) we put for z E B 
A, = [2d,(z) - I] 6, + (2/A) vz ) 
so that hl = TG*az F C*(B) and 
sup 11 X, Ij i co. 
ZEB 
(13) 
We denote by C(B) the Banach space of all continuous real-valued functions on 
B (equipped with the supremum norm). Given f E C(B) we define 
T~f(4 = 1 f h 9 ZEB. (14) 
‘B 
It follows from [5, Sects. 3.1-3.41 that T,f E C(B) wheneverfE C(B). According 
to (13), the operator 
TG:f++ T<;f (15) 
is bounded on C(B). We have the duality between C(B) and C*(B) given by 
(f! CL) == S,f 4 (f t C(B), P E C*(B)) 
and it follows easily from (8), (lo), (12) that 
(f> TG*vL) = (TGf, CL:, (fg C(B)> P E C*(B)), 
which shows that operator (2) is dual to (15). Let us agree to denote by 1 the 
function identically equal to 1 on B and put L = -1 or L = 1 according to 
whether G is bounded or not. Employing (12) and Lemma 3 we obtain 
LT,~ = 1. (16) 
The operator bTG is called the Neumann operator corresponding to G. According 
to (16) and assertion I, the following conditions (i)-(iv) are mutually equivalent: 
(i) LT~ >, 0 (which means that LTGf > 0 for every nonnegativefE C(B); 
(ii) 1: TG I; < 1; 
(iii) ‘I TG* 1’ < 1; 
(iv) D is convex. 
An alternate proof of the equivalence (i) * (iv) for D = G is given in [8, Sect. 
111. 
If Q + ~2 is a compact subset of B, we put for f~ C(B) 
osc.f(Q) = max f (Q) - minf(Q). 
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Then 
oscf(B) = 2 sup{(J, pj; /.k E C,“(B), /I /lo, = I} 
and the following formulas are easily verified: 
sup{II TG*P II; I* t G”(B), il P II = 11 
= ; supjosc T&(B); f~ C(B), ~ f , < 1: 
= -; sup{!1 h,r - &2 I/; 21 , za E B} 
= sup{osc T&(B); f~ C(B), oscf(B) < 1). (17) 
\Ve now proceed with the proof of the assertions II, III. In the rest of this paper 
we always assume that D is convex. The interior of a set MC R”” is denoted 
by int M. 
LEMMA 6. If z1 , x2 E B and Kzl(D) n KB1(D) # D, then there aye constants 
q E (0, 1) and p > 0 such that iI AZ1 - AT2 11 < 2q whenwer xi E B, j xi - xi / < p 
(i = I, 2). 
Proof. Choose ZE B n intK,JD) n intKzz(D) and fix Y > 0 such that 
DVm C int K,JD) r\ int K,p(D). C ombining Lusin’s theorem and Lemmas 1 
and 5 we get a compact set Q C B n 52,(z) with ZmPl(Q) > 0 such that the 
function n: y t+ n(y) is continuous on Q. Next fix p > 0 such that - 
Q n s2,(x,) = $3 and put lJi = B n !J,,(.zJ (i = 1,2). For every y EQ and 
every choice of xi E Ui the segment (xi + t(y - xi); 0 < t < l> is contained 
in int D, so that the quantities 
“(Y) . (u -- Ml), 4Y) . (Y - 4 
are both different from zero and of the same sign. (Note that there is a unique 
supporting hyperplane to D at any y E 2.) Hence 
MY) . (Y - Xl) _ n(Y) - (Y - 4 
IY-XlP I Y - x2 lrn 
< I 4Y> . (Y - Xl)l + I 4Y) . (Y - %)I 
IY - Xl P IY-%P . (18) 
Since the functions occurring in (18) are all continuous on the compact set 
Q x U, x U, (y E Q, xi E CT,), there is an E > 0 such that 
n(r) . (Y - Xl) 4Y) . (Y - x2) 
IY - xllnz j y - x2 j?'L 
+ E 
< in(Y) . (Y - x1)1 
IY - Xl lrn 
+ I NY> * (Y - %)I 
I Y - X2 im 
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on Q x U, x Us . This estimate together with (6), (1 I), (I 2), gives 
Ii Aq - AZ2 Ii
G I 2&(q) - 1 i + I Xi(%) - 1 I + (2,‘4 II vz, - yz2 II 
< I 2&(x1) - 1 i + I 2444 - 1 I + ~A-Y--EX~,-,(Q) i II vi1 Ii T I/ vx2 1;) 
< --2-~-‘~~+,(Q) + II bl II + II Xx2 1: = 2(1 - ql,-,(Q, CA-Y 
whenever xi E G, (; = 1, 2) (compare [7, Sect. 41). 
COROLLARY 1. Let P be a compact subset of B such that Kzl(D) n K,*(D) # a 
whenever z1 , x2 E P. Then 
2 sup(osc T,f(p);f~ C(B), osc f (B) < 1) = sup(I; Xzl - & 11; xi , za E P) < 2. 
Proof. This follows at once from the compactness of P x P and Lemma 6. 
Now we may complete the 
Proof of Assertion II. If KJD) n K,,(D) # D for every couple of points 
zi , z2 E B, then Tc* is contractive on C,*(B) by (17) and Corollary 1 (where 
we let P = B). Suppose now that fj = K,lfD) n Kzz(D) for suitable zt , xa E B. 
Since D is bounded, necessarily zi f zs . Let us define the function g on B as 
follows (cf. [14, Remark 21) g(zr) = 1, g = 1 on (B\{za}) n int Kzl(D), g = 0 
elsewhere on B. If y E B\{za} and g(y) = 0, then either / n(y)\ = 0 or else 
n(y) . (y - zi) = 0. This together with (6), (12) shows that g = 1 almost 
everywhere (hzl) on B, whence by (16) 
J (19) B 
g dhzl = Xzl(B) = T&i) =z L. 
On the other hand, if y E B n int Kzl(D), then necessarily y belongs to the 
boundary of Kzz(D) and n(y) * (y - za) = 0. Hence we infer by (6), (12) that 
g = 0 almost everywhere (AZ,) and 
J g ah,, = 0. B (20) 
Suppose now that TG* is contractive on C,*(B). According to (17) there is a 
4 E (0, 1) such that osc TGf (B) < 4 for every f E C(B) with osc f (B) < 1. 
Noting that g is of the first class of Baire, we can choose a sequence f,, E C(B) 
such that 
0 &fn G 1, fn * g pointwise on B as n -+ 00. 
Hence 
~Bg4i = lim,,, Tcfn(zi) (i = 1,2) and the estimate [ TGf,&zl) - Tcfn(zJi <q 
contradicts (19), (20). 
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Now we are engaged with the operator 
TG2: f ++ TG.(Tcf) (f E C(B)) 
which is the second iterate of the Neumann operator. 
LEMMA 7. For every couple of points z1 , z2 E B there are constants q E (0, l), 
p > 0 such that 1 TG2f(x1) - TG2f(xz)l < q osc f (B) whenever f E C(B), 
1 xi - zi 1 < p, xi E B (i = 1, 2). 
Proof. Since D is bounded, we have B IT int K,i(D) # O. Employing 
Lusin’s theorem and Lemmas 1 and 5 we fix a compact set Qi C fi n int K,,(D) 
with Pm-l(Qi) > 0 such that n: y H n(y) is continuous on Qi . Skce 
j n(y) . (y - .zi)l > 0 for y E Q, we may choose pi > 0 with sZ,i(zJ A Qi = o 
and ci > 0 such that 
(Y E Qi , xi E 4 I xi - xi I < pi) * I n(r) * (Y - xi>l/l Y - xi Im > pi . (21) 
Put P = Qr U Qa . Since B is bounded and K,(D) is a half-space for any y E P, 
we have K,,(D) n KJD) # D for every couple of points yr , ya E P. By 
Corollary 1, 
sup{osc T,f(P);fEC(B),oscf(B) < l} =qO < 1. (22) 
Consider now an arbitrary f E C(B) with osc f (B) < I. Since osc T, f (P) < q0 
and T, I = L 1, we may choose c E R1 such that for f0 = f + c 1 the inequalities 
$0 - q,,) < TGfo < $(I + qo) 
-- 
(23) 
hold on P. Writing Vi = B n ,R,i(z,) we get by (21), (23) the following estimates 
for any xi E Vi 
< &JB\Q)i) + 44 + qo) Az,(Qi) 
= Oz~(B) - ((1 - qoY2) Li(Qi>l 
< 1 - &Cl - a,) I QQi)l 
G 1 - 6(1 - 90) l ixm-l(Qih 
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We see that the values of tTG2f0 on Ui are comprised between the limits qi , 
1 - qi , where 
qi = J-(1 - y”) E&$--l(Qi). 
Letting p = min(p, , p& q = I - q1 - q2, we have thus for any choice of 
xi E B with 1 xi - zi 1 < p the estimate 
and the proof is complete. 
Proof of Assertion III. Lemma 7 combined with a standard compactness 
argument gives the inequality 
sup{osc TG2f(B);fc C(B), oscf(B) < l> < 1 
which together with the equality (cf. (17)) 
s~p{Il(T~*)~ CL II; t-~ E C,*(B), II CL Ii = 11 = sup{osc TG2f(%f~ CP), osc.f(B) G 11 
completes the proof of III. 
Remark 3. If 
NGIJ: /LLH N”Up 
denotes the operator sending p E C*(B) into the generalized normal derivative 
of its Newtonian potential, then (cf. (1)) 
lVGU = I” + TG* 
where I* stands for the identity operator on C*(B). Contractivity of (TG*)’ 
shows that, on C,*(B), the operator I* + TG* has the inverse [I* - (TG*)2]-1 
(I” - TG*). Th’ 1s settles the generalized Neumann problem in the following 
formulation: Given v E C,*(B), determine a p E C,,*(B) with NGUp = V. There 
is always a uniquely determined solution which is given by the Neumann series 
p = v + t [(T”.)‘” v - (T*G)~~-' ~1 
n=l 
convergent in the norm of C,*(B). 
A dual result holds for the Dirichlet problem. The measure V$ given by (6) 
can be introduced for any z E Rm. Given f E C(B), the double layer potential 
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represents a harmonic function of the variable z on R”‘\B which, at any y E B, 
satisfies the relation 
iA(I + To)f(y) = lim Wf(z), z-y, z E int C, 
where I denotes the identity operator on C(B) (cf. (2.19) in [Sj). We know that 
T,* is contractive on the factor-space C(B)/C,, , where C,, = {cl; c E Rl}, so 
that I -+ T, has the inverse [I - To2]-l (I - TG.) on the Banach space C(B)/Co . 
Given g E C(B), we put g, = 2AFg and the Neumann series 
go + fj (%g,, - Tc?%,) 
a=1 
provides anfE C(B) such that the function 
y ++ lim Wf(z) (z+y,zEintC) 
differs only bv a constant function from g on B. 
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